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KNOWLEDGE OR WISDOM

¡

SOCIAL CAPITAL AND THE VALUE
OF HIGH QUALITY CONNECTIONS
A/PROFESSOR SUE ROFFEY

Much of what has been
discovered or developed in the
last century would in the past
have once been considered in the
realms of magic or miracles

¡

We have not, however made so
much progress in maPers of
wisdom.

¡

family conﬂict and breakdown
narcissism and greed

¡

the genome project

¡

¡

the internet

¡

burgeoning mental health issues

¡

space travel

¡

community violence

medical research and intervenMon

¡

inhumanity to others

¡
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THE QUALITY OF OUR RELATIONSHIPS

¡

¡

¡

¡

Makes all the diﬀerence to our
sense of wellbeing

¡

When relaMonships ﬂourish they
bring us comfort and support in
adversity and shared joy in the
good Mmes
They provide us with reliable
alliance – loyal and loving
When relaMonships fall apart we
oVen struggle to maintain a
posiMve sense of self.

¡

Our children do not need to be
friends with everyone but they
need to learn how to establish
posiMve relaMonships with those
they meet, build stronger
relaMonships with those in their
world and be able to handle
diﬃculMes with integrity when
relaMonships present challenges
Social and emoMonal learning is one
of the pathways to wellbeing in
educaMon

NOT AN EXTRA…

¡

¡

¡

RelaMonships and emoMons exist all day every day in
schools
There is a symbioMc interacMon between how people
feel in the learning environment and the quality of the
relaMonships they experience
Without both awareness and acMon negaMvity can
inﬂuence the learning environment and its eﬀecMveness
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IN-SCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS

TEACHERS TURN LIVES AROUND
¡
¡

¡

Teachers are often judged by student academic outcomes

¡

Teacher-student

Few acknowledge just how much difference teachers often
make in the lives of their students

¡

Teacher-class

¡

Peer relationships

¡

Home-school

¡

Leadership team and staff

¡

Collegial relationships

Whatever a young person brings with them is either modified
or exacerbated by what happens at school
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THE ECOLOGY OF WELLBEING
¡
¡

¡
¡

¡

School culture is not staMc – it is alive and ecological

A TEACHER RETURNING…
¡

What happens in one part of the school impacts on what happens
elsewhere in an interacMve, nested and chronological model
ConversaMons create culture
How people talk about students and families in the staﬀroom
aﬀects perspecMves, beliefs and acMons
How school leaders operate is criMcal to the relaMonal energy and
moMvaMon of staﬀ

¡

The way teachers interact impacts on how peers relate

¡

It makes sense to acMvely promote the posiMve

The teachers here really feel supported, cared about, looked after
and valued, and that translates over into the classroom … I'm just
blown away by how kind the teachers are to students here … that's
just a follow-on of the whole culture … everyone on the same side
- the staff are supportive of each other, and that carries across
into the classroom … I used to hate doing yard duty, because …
there would really be open antipathy … So this year - when I'm out
there I smile, well, usually, you never got a smile back, always
now, I get a smile back.
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WHAT HAPPENS IN A TOXIC
ENVIRONMENT

A TOXIC ENVIRONMENT

¡

¡

Ignoring the culture of your school is like le]ng
the water in your aquarium get dirty!
Creatures might thrash about but nothing really
thrives

¡

Dominant negaMve voices

¡

Both subtle and overt bullying behaviours – inMmidaMon

¡

Silence – lack of acknowledgement

¡

Silent collusion

¡

Bad mouthing

¡

Cliques – in-crowds and losers

¡

Blame and scapegoaMng

¡

SelecMve communicaMons

¡

Focus on rules rather than relaMonships
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¡

THE OPPOSITE OF A TOXIC
ENVIRONMENT IS ONE WITH HIGH
SOCIAL CAPITAL
¡

¡

¡

MICRO-MOMENTS

One deﬁniMon of high social capital is the quality of relaMonships - can be
within an organisaMon, community, family or school

¡

This does not exist in policy documents but in the thousands of interacMons
that take place each and every day

¡

A smile, a greeMng, construcMve conversaMon, showing interest, oﬀering
support, sharing achievements, a word of empathy

¡
¡

¡

PosiMve psychologist Jane DuPon refers to high quality
connecMons – relaMonal micro-moments
These have a strange dual impact of allowing people to be both
more vulnerable and more resilient
They leave people feeling more energised and relaxed
They enable people to be more emoMonally expressive and
communicate more openly
They enable resoluMon of diﬀerence and are more ﬂexible and
responsive

¡
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SO HOW DO YOU BUILD HIGH SOCIAL
CAPITAL?
¡

This requires:

¡

Vision of school leaders of how they would like their school to be

¡

Clear communicaMon of that vision

¡

¡

¡

BELIEFS UNDERPIN ACTION
¡

¡

Convincing teachers that posiMve relaMonships are in their
interest and in the interest of students

¡

Encouraging conversaMon and professional learning about what
this involves

¡

Review and monitoring

¡

CHANGING BELIEF

¡

¡

¡

Healthy relaMonships require an ‘I-you’ orientaMon – that this
person shares my world and we have things in common
An ‘I-it’ relaMonship denies our shared humanity and can turn
people into objects who can be treated as such
We also need to believe in the best of people

We rarely do things on the basis of evidence – we act on the basis
of what we believe about ourselves, the world and other people
Beliefs develop because of what we have experienced but also on
the conversaMons around us that determine culture – what is
important, valued and seen to be ‘true’.
Beliefs only change when we have mulMple mediated experiences
and / or when the conversaMons around us challenge how we see
things.

CONVERSATIONS CREATE CULTURE

¡

What we say to each other

¡

What we say about each other

¡

¡

What is communicated to families
about educaMng the whole child
How we model values to students

Words maPer more than you think
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ASPIRE PRINCIPLES FOR BUILDING
SOCIAL CAPITAL

¡

In terms of relaMonships it is what we believe about the other
people in our lives
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¡

We do not usually do things on the basis of evidence – we act on
the basis of belief

CONNECTION, CONNECTION…
¡

AGENCY

Feeling you belong, you are accepted and you
matter is one of the strongest factors for wellbeing

¡

SAFETY

¡

Resilience research

¡

POSITIVITY

¡

Behaviour research

¡

INCLUSION

¡

Prevention of violence research

¡

RESPECT

¡

EQUALITY
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TEEN KILLERS DON’T COME FROM
SCHOOLS THAT FOSTER A SENSE OF
BELONGING

EXCLUSIVE BELONGING
¡

EXCLUSIVE

¡

bonding social capital (Superglue)

¡

Only those like me

¡

May be intolerant of difference

¡

Can promote racism, homophobia etc

¡

An ‘I-it’ orientation

¡

¡

¡

¡

Wike and Fraser 2009 (2009). School shooMngs: Making sense of
the senseless. Aggression and Violent Behavior, 14(3), 162-169.
Schools that promote a sense of belonging for everyone
– not just those who are the stars – everyone maPers, everyone
can parMcipate, everyone is valued for who they are
That address bullying issues not just by cracking down on
unacceptable behaviour by focusing on friendship and inclusion
That promote understanding and value
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ASPIRE PRINCIPLES FOR BUILDING
SOCIAL CAPITAL

INCLUSIVE BELONGING

¡

INCLUSIVE

¡

Bridging social capital (WD40)

¡

Open to all

¡

Accepting of difference

¡

Promotes equality

¡

An ‘I-you’ orientation

¡

¡

Promotes our shared humanity

¡

SAFETY

¡

POSITIVITY

¡

INCLUSION

¡

RESPECT

¡

EQUALITY
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FROM A TOXIC ENVIRONMENT
TO HIGH SOCIAL CAPITAL

PROMOTING POSITIVITY

¡
¡

NegaMve emoMons inhibit learning
PosiMve emoMons promote
creaMvity, problem-solving,
collaboraMon. learning and
moMvaMon

¡
¡

Laughter
Feeling you maPer

¡

Acknowledged and valued

¡

GraMtude

¡

Random acts of kindness

¡

Working construcMvely together

¡

From feeling unacknowledged to feeling valued

¡

From feeling rejected to feeling included

¡

From feeling ignored to being heard

¡

From feeling disempowered and helpless to having some
control

¡

From feeling intimated to feeling confident / safe

¡

From feeling anxious/fearful to being comfortable

¡

From feeling a failure to feeling successful

¡

¡
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AGENCY

From feeling miserable and negative to feeling positive/
optimistic
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POSITIVE EMOTIONS BUILD
SOCIAL CAPITAL
¡

A feeling of being valued enhances cooperation

¡

A feeling of being cared for enhances understanding and compassion

¡

A feeling of being respected promotes respect for others and willingness
to listen to them

¡

A feeling of being included enhances commitment and motivation

¡

A feeling of fun relieves stress and fosters belonging

¡

A feeling of belonging enhances resilience

¡

Feeling good improves creative problem-solving abilities

All of this promotes well being and caring communities
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MORE INFORMATION
Circle SoluMons and the ASPIRE principles
www.circlesoluMonsnetwork.com
Wellbeing Australia
www.wellbeingaustralia.com.au/wba
Growing Great Schools
www.growinggreatschools.com
About the presenter, her work and publicaMons
www.sueroﬀey.com
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